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How it all started
After a lifetime of holidays on the Norfolk Broads we bought our first ocean going boat - a Broom Ocean 37. 

Time to push the barriers!



2013 - joined the Broom Owners Club
We entered Ocean Belle into the pageant celebrating Broom’s 115 years anniversary and were introduced to BOC.

Life would never be the same again!
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Our second home Brooms of Brundall
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Many members of the Eastern Region are based in Brundall, and we look forward to the many stories in The Yare on a Friday evening 
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2014 – Our first sea cruise



9We joined a novices cruise to Lowestoft and Southwold…
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…and we were hooked!
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Our playground
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From the tranquillity of the Norfolk Broads…    to the exhilaration of the East Anglia coast



…and the harbours of Lowestoft, Southwold and Woodbridge 17



18 2015 – cruise to Wells next the Sea with our new BOC friends
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In July 2015 we were invited to join or BOC friends on Ikon and Gentle One for a cruise to Wells next the Sea



20 We were slow at 12 knots and thought we’d held the others back; but we were thrilled by the 
experience and could see there was going to be more joy and excitement to come.





2015 – time to upgrade, enter Pelican Buoy
Whilst sad to part with Ocean Belle, which had been a perfect starter boat, we opted for a little more comfort 

provided by a more modern boat, and a some additional horsepower. 
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In November 2015 we bought Pelican Buoy – a 2003 Broom 39 with 2 x 260hp engines.
Another life-changing moment – now we can push some more barriers.
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2016 – the pinnacle (so far), cruise to London
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25At Shotley with our BOC cruise companions, Lady Carolyn



26 At our next port of call we were joined in Burnham on Crouch by Jomima, members of the BOC South East region, who had heard about our plans.
With local knowledge, Jomima led our small flotilla up to Chelsea Harbour.
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31We returned via Chatham, having arranged our berth with BOC member Tony Moss, owner of the Victory Moorings.



32 New experiences and continual learning with lifetime friends though a variety of arranged and informal social gatherings.



Fitting out supper at Coldham Hall
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34  Broom BBQ and Factory Visit.
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Weekend at Beccles.
24 boats made it to Beccles for the August Bank Holiday weekend, with a BBQ on the Saturday evening and a dinner at Waveney Hotel on Sunday.  

Daytime amusements included a treasure hunt on foot, afternoon tea and cakes, and a sea safety talk and life raft demonstration.
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Halloween at Waters Edge
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Visit to Somerleyton Swing Bridge42
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Walking tour of Norwich
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Christmas Dinner at RNSYC 45



46 New Year at RNSYC



Six boats celebrate New Year at RNSYC 47



Social events48
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Let’s go cruising 50



51BOC members get together to arrange various cruises at sea to some favourite haunts in the Eastern Region



Lowestoft52
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 Southwold
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Shotley56
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Ipswich 59



60 St Katherines, London
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